A recent study by R. L. Liboff of electromagneti c wave propagation in plasmas with a specific type of two-d im ens ional a ppli ed magnetic fi eld is co ntinu ed in thi s pape r. The plasma is assumed to be of uniform de ns it y in ge neral, and a "spoke-wheel" magn e ti c fi eld is co nsid ered which varies as th e inve rse radius. Perturbation seri es a re obtain ed for th e fir st Fouri er co mpon ent of th e elec tri c fi eld for seve ral limitin g cases . Both th e sepa rate cases of a radial and a circ ular magneti c fi eld are consid e red in th e present work, th e former in greater de tail, and colli sions are included. By suitable no ndim e nsionalization, two parameters a ri se na turall y in the prese nt analys is, thu s affordin g a more ge ne ral soluti on which should be particularly useful in subseq ue nt a ppli catio ns.
Introduction
In th e prese nt paper we s hall ex tend the inves tigation initiated by Liboff [1964] of th e cold plas ma waves that may propagate in a s pecifi c type of two-dim e nsional magne ti c fi eld. A background di scussion of thi s problem is given by Lib off. Both the separate cases of a radial and a circular magne ti c fi eld are con sidered in th e prese nt ex te nsion, th e former in greater detail, and collisions are includ ed. The four ph ysical variables of th e problem (electron de nsity, collision frequency, magne t.ic field stre ngth, and geometry) are includ ed in two parame ter s which arise in the present analysis, in which perturbatio n series are gene rate d for th e elec tri c field. The limitin g cases are s uggested naturally on thi s bas is, and quadratures are ob tain ed for th e first-ord er te rm s in th e perturbation parameter. The general form of the parameters results in a sys te mati c solution which should be useful in sub se quent applications.
Analysis

Equations
A collision term has been added to the matrix A in Libotrs formulation, and the governin g equation s were nondime nsionalized in a co nve nient form to facilitate perturbati on solutions (refere nce can be made to the detailed presentation [Gold , 1964] for specifi c intermediate equatio ns and results). Assuming solutions of the form
we obtain the following generalized governing equations for the electric fi eld E:
· P rese nl pos ition: ~l a l1 al!t: r . Ae ros pace Ph ys ics De part me nt. Space Sys te ms Div is iu n, Hu ghes Aircraft Co .. El Segun du. Ca lif.
where the radial dimension has been nondimensionalized by some reference length ro, i.e., p = r/ro, and the prime denotes a derivative with respect to p. The following notations are employed: 
The four nondimensional constants of the problem, namely, X, we/w, rO/Ao, and a combine to give two parameters M and N which must be ordered in the present expansion solution of (3).
Let us assume that the plasma region is annular, r, :s; r:S; r2, and choose the reference length ro = r2 so that rdr2 :s; p :s; 1. The function (p2 -N2) -1 can then be expanded in inverse powers of N, and solutions for the zero mode components obtained in the form
It is now necessary to order M relative to N systematically.
The solution for E(n) degenerates into a null series.
Since IM/NI is of order one, the zeroth order equations remain coupled. In particular, to
A single fourth-order linear equation can be obtained from (5) and, for example, a power series solution derived. Alternatively, power series solutions can be obtained directly from the system (5) and (6). Since the procedure is substantially different than the method of solution used in eac h of the remaining cases, we will not carry out th e de tails at this tim e.
(iii) IMI = 0(1).
The ze roth and first-orde r equations are
where the change of independent variable, g = nonop, introduces the Bessel operator of order n and argument g,
He nce,
The solution of (8) and (10) may be obtained using a procedure similar to th e one use d by Liboff [1964] . Th e partic ular solutions for E (I) are derived by means of the s ub s titution s, E~I )(g) = EzPo, E~I )(g)= EO?I' wh er e Po =c:Jo+ c4YO and PI = cill + C2Y I. Thus,
The solutions for th e corresponding homoge neou s equations can be absorbed into th e zeroth order solution s, and one obtains, to order N -I,
where t is given by (11). Note that in order to satisfy boundary conditions in general two arbitrary constants are required in both the zeroth and first-order solutions; the constants for the latter are included in the expressions for t Let TO = TI in this case so that 1 ~ p ~ T2/TI. The function (p2 -N2) -1 can now be ex pand ed in ascending powers of N, and solutions for the zero mode components obtained in the form
It is necessary, once again, to order M relative to N.
(ii) IMI = 0(1).
B1EhO)W=0,
where, a=(I-X/U)J /2 is the index of refraction with no magnetic field, and the Bessel operator involves the argument ~ = noToap. Proceeding as before, one obtains, to order N:
The particular solutions of (18) can now be assumed to be of the form, EV.)o = Ez. 9E~~)9' and one obtains:
and
It should be pointed out that a variable electron density could be included in the present quadratures, for example (or in the preceding solutions by similar manipulations), in the following manner. Let X(~)=X(~)/Xm be the normalized radially varying electron density, where X", is the maximum value of X in the plasma (hence, X ~ 1). A new constant parameter MJ can then be defin ed in place of M, namely, M = MJ X, where MJ = (noro)2XII/ /U. Th e above solution for Ez would then become:
The extension of case Ib to include IMI ~ 0(IN 2 1) can be readily deduced from the preceding results.
C ASE I e: INI = O(l ), i. e., lal = 0(IUI) = 0(Vl +(wc/w)2).
Since (p2 -N2) -1 can no longer be expand ed, we are left with the single parameter M in (3) .
(i) IM I ;.:. 1.
An expansion in invers e powers of M would res ult in a dege nerate null series for the electric field.
No parameter is available for obtaining expansion solutions to (3). It should be remarked, however, that only IMI and INI were specified in the discussion of cases la and lb. Thus the quantities I a /U I and I (noTo)2X/U I or I (noTo)2X/a I were s pecified. However, the actual magnitudes of noTo, a, X, and lU I wete restricted only insofar as they affect these ratios. By further specifying these parame ters, the solutions in cases la and Ib can be simplified, say, in evaluating the quadratures. Limited solutions can also be obtained in the present case on the same basis. For example, let us now nondim e nsionalize the radial dim ension by th e free space wave propagation cons tant so that x = nor. In place of (3) H e nce, by res tri c ting th e analysi s to s uffi cie ntly l a r ge val ue of .\0 (for fix ed TI and Tz), so th a t x « 1, expan sion soluti ons in powe rs of x co uld be generated . Similarl y, for s ufli cie ntly s mall valu e of '\0 , x » 1, and expansion soluti ons in in verse powers of x could be obtained. eq (3) redu ce to (25) whic h can be solved, provided that TdT2 ~ P ~ 1, i.e., by selecting TO= T2 for the reference le ngth. Ge neral recursion relations can be obtained in this case (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ):
T o order M, th e refore,
-i> E(g) = E (O)(1 + ME), A variable electron density could be included in the manner outlined at the end of the discussion of case Ib (iii).
Solution of Case 2
In this case Ee is completely uncoupled from Er and Ez and is independent of the applied magnetic field Be. Indeed, the following exact solution is immediately apparent:
where ~ = noTop(1-X/UJI /2. Since the reduced eq (2a) is algebraic, the equations for E,. and Ez can be uncoupled. Assuming Y=~, one obtains
The problem reduces to the solution of (30b) for Ez in terms of the two explicit parameters, M and N. E,. can then be obtained immediately from (30a). An approach similar to the one employed in case 1 can be adopted in order to solve (30b), although this is not the. only possible procedure. We will limit our analysis of this problem to the following brief consideration.
The right-hand side of (30b) can be neglected if I Mp2/p2 -N21 ~ 1. This condition is satisfied if IMI ~ 1, TO is selected such that p :s: 1 and the possibility of N being real with ill = p is excluded.
In this case (30b) becomes:
and a series solution in powers of MI can be obtained. A variable electron density has been included as outlined at the e nd of the discussion of cas e 1b (iii). It follows that:
(32) Th e corresponding solution for E,. is given by (30a).
Conclusions
The introductory analysis has been completed on a class of electromagnetic waves which will propagate through a cold plasma in which is imbedded a s peci fi c type of cylindrical magnetic field. The plasma is assumed to be of uniform density and collision frequency , and a so-called "spoke-wheel" magnetic field is applied which is both anisotropic and inhomogeneous (varying as the inverse radius). Perturbation series were obtained for the first Fourier component of the electric field by systematically ordering the two parameters of the problem. The results are given in quadrature form and exhibit the correct limiting character in the lowest order expressions.
Similar studies of guided electromagnetic waves through cylindrical plasmas with imbedded Bz fields (constant) have been made [Liboff, 1964] . The electric fi eld components are uncoupled in these cases, whereas in the present analysis a cylindrical magnetic field is applied and the electric field components are severely coupled.
It remains to fit these solutions to specific geometries. The most physically relevant of these is the class of annular geometries referred to in the text. The formulation and solution of a m eaningful boundary value problem based on the present res ults would e nable one to evaluate quantitatively the effect of a variable magn eti c field on propagation as a function of the several physical parameters of th e problem.
